Leap and Laugh!

Tales of Adventure
A Tiny Perspective 1:32

Dorky Spandex vs Macho Leather 9:06

I heard an NPR commentator describing her
experience of sitting next to a little girl on her
first plane ride. It was delightful – and now I
enjoy sharing it with my listeners.

Leap and Laugh! 19:48
This adventure in New Zealand was thrilling!
It took me ‘out of my ordinary’ and in many ways,
changed my life. And in case you are curious,
every bit of this story is true – and factual!

The Well of True Water 13:44
This traditional tale was being told in the time of
Shakespeare. My version is inspired by a Scottish
story, “Iron Heinrich” from the Brother Grimm’s
and Joseph Jacobs’ “English Fairy Tales.”

My husband Phil is a source of much joy – as well
as many stories! I appreciate his willingness to
laugh at himself and his encouragement for me
to tell his tales to the world. This adventure unfolds as he bicycled up the Blue Ridge Parkway.

Dog, She is Smart! 6:27
My original story was sparked by joke that was
floating around not too long ago. It cracked me
up so I thought it deserved its own story with
a ‘southern dog.’

11,233 Miles in a Kayak 6:08
Another true story but you’ll get no hints from me
in this description!

She’s Busy 1:15
This was my Mom’s favorite little story. And
telling it is a way to bring her on stage with me.

I appreciate the talents and friendship
of these fine artisans:
Jacob Sutton/Creative-Campfire
Chris Rosser/Hollow Reed Arts
Dana Irwin/IrwinDesign
Jay Huron/caseSensitive Photos
I have to give myself credit for snapping the cover photo while
soaring above Queenstown, New Zealand.
And thanks to every single audience member
whose listening, laughter and engagement
gave life to this recording! Wow!
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